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Background on Sterilizations 
 CDCR illegally sterilized at least 148 people from 2006-2010 and 

there is reason to believe that approximately 250 pregnant people 
have been sterilized during labor and delivery since the 1990s.  

 “Documents obtained by CIR show the receiver’s office knew in 
2008 that sterilizations were occurring. The office didn’t move to 
stop the procedures until 2010, after a prisoner advocacy group, 
Justice Now, filed a public records request and complained to state 
Sen.” - Center for Investigative Reporting, Cory Johnson-- July 10, 
2013 

 ~ 10% of women incarcerated in the US are pregnant.  
 ~ 1500 women are pregnant and incarcerated in CA. 



From NBC Bay Area: 
• Dr. James Heinrich, who performed tubal ligations of women in 

prisons, stated that this practice saved the state money 
because his involuntary clients were likely to have "unwanted 
children as they procreated more” and mentioned how they 
would end up on welfare. 

• During an interview with CIR, Heinrich said he provided an 
important service to poor women who faced health risks in 
future pregnancies because of past cesarean sections.  

• The top medical manager at Valley State Prison from 2005 to 
2008 characterized the surgeries as an empowerment issue for 
female inmates, providing them the same options as women on 
the outside.  



Why Gender and Prisons? 
•  The world’s largest women’s prison is located in Chowchilla, CA. 
•  71% of women in California prisons report experiencing continual physical abuse by guards 

or other prisoners. 
•  Women are the fastest growing prison population. The number of women in prison increased 

by 646% between 1980 and 2010. 
•  1 in 25 women in state prisons and 1 in 33 in federal prisons are pregnant when admitted to 

prison. 
•  Nearly 2/3 of women in prison are mothers. 
•  30% of women prisoners are African American and 16% are Latinas. Black women are 

incarcerated at 4 times the rate of white women.  



Nearly one in six transgender people 
have been incarcerated at some point in 
their lives—far higher than the rate of the 
general population. 

  Among Black transgender people, nearly half 
(47%) have been incarcerated at some point. 

  These high rates of incarceration are driven by 
disproportionate poverty, homelessness, 
discrimination, participation in street 
economies, and the misogyny of police. 

  Trans people are also at high risk of abuse in 
prisons, jails, and juvenile detention, 
experiencing compounded violence like 
prolonged solitary confinement and denial of 
hormone treatment. 

National Center for Transgender Equality, Prison 
& Detention Reform 


